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Summary of Results
In accordance with the project plan presented in the application, our focus in 2016 has been on publication. Hence, main activities
in 2016 has been finalizing analyses as well as juxtaposing and discussing results.

CULRES aims to explore and evaluate Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) based techniques and sensors for mapping and
monitoring cultural environments in Arctic areas, as well as assessing the applicability of such data for monitoring protocols and
vulnerability assessments.

Imagery of seven cultural environments located in north-west Svalbard acquired through UAS-borne sensors have been processed
to generate orthorectified mosaics and digital elevation models of the sites. Ground control points measured using a high precision
geodetic GPS receiver provided centimetre accuracy for the DEMs and orthophotos. These image data, along with digital aerial
photographs and high-resolution satellite imagery have been analysed with regard to detecting and documenting various impacts
of human activity (mainly tourism) and natural degradation processes. On-ground surveys provide comparative data for
evaluating the quality and completeness of UAS-based remote sensing data.

Cultural environments in Svalbard are not static and unchanging; they are subject to a number of transformation processes, both
environmental and anthropogenic. Using high-resolution remote sensing image data we have shown that a) impacts from natural hazards
are readily apparent throughout all case studies, and b) that human activity is a significant impact factor in some sites – primarily popular
tourist destinations/cruise ship disembarkation sites. Svalbard’s environmental conditions are, and will in the foreseeable future constitute
a threat to cultural heritage. Wear and tear by tourists and other visitors on vegetation and cultural heritage features are however
exacerbating the impact on cultural environments. This is made particularly clear when comparing popular tourist destinations with
heritage sites that are rarely or not visited by tourists. In conjunction with a developing tourist industry, human impact on cultural heritage
has increased in recent decades. Environmental and anthropogenic induced site transformation processes seem mutually reinforcing, the
combined impact contributing to the ongoing deterioration of cultural heritage in Svalbard.

Using high-resolution image data we were able to detect even subtle changes in vegetation as well as deterioration of cultural heritage. An
example from Smeerenburg show that during the time period covered by the imagery vegetation indexes showed a decrease and damage
on vegetation. Indirectly, impact on cultural heritage could be detected, especially on and around cultural heritage features (Figure 1). The

degradation of Smeerenburg as a cultural environment is primarily attributed to coastal erosion, wind, sand drift, trampling and other
damage by tourists. In Smeerenburg and other sites the UAS-based-imagery provided the highest detailed results, with regard to both
mapping and monitoring changing cultural environments. Our results show notable differences concerning the various remote sensing
sensors’ ability to detect the full range of archaeological features present in the various case studies (Table 1). Image resolution as well as
the type and state of features, vegetation on and around features proved key factors.

UAS-based imagery makes for a reliable source for mapping and monitoring cultural heritage, for monitoring general land cover and land
cover changes, and to determine extent and causes of local hazard events (avalanches, soil movement) and other anthropogenic
disturbances like snowmobile tracks and tourist trampling. Developing viable monitoring protocols based on the use of high-resolution
remote sensing image data is proving dependent on image resolution. The centimetre resolution provided by UAS based sensors offer a
highly viable basis for long-term, systematic, low-impact and cost-effective cultural heritage monitoring in Svalbard.
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For the Management
Establishing long-term, systematic and cost-effective monitoring protocols capable of delivering data to MOSJ has long proved difficult.
CULRES have produced data and results that show the potential usefulness of monitoring protocols primarily based on the use of UAS.
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The four scientific publications as well as the report listed above will be finalized and submitted for publication during the first half-year
of 2017.
Communicated Results
The important target groups are primarily management authorities on both the local and national level as well as MOSJ. We
deliver data and results directly to key users; the Governor of Svalbard, the Norwegian Directorate of Cultural Heritage and The
Norwegian Polar Institute (MOSJ).
- UAS-based image data have been delivered to the Governor of Svalbard.
- A workshop was held on October 13 (Fram Centre) where we presented results and, not least, our work on developing indicators
and parameters for MOSJ.A main aim of the workshop was to inform NP of current status and provide an opportunity to discuss
the applicability of our proposed indicators and parameters.

Preliminary and final results from the CULPOL and CULRES projects have been communicated through international and
national conferences, workshops and seminars.
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Interdisciplinary Cooperation
The disciplines involved are: archaeology, vegetation

ecology, botany and physics.

Tømmervik and Johansen (vegetation ecology/botany) (botanist) has extensive experience using remote sensing for mapping and
monitoring vegetation cover as well as natural and human impact on both vegetation and cultural environments. Solbø (physics) has
extensive experience with UAS, especially in Arctic/Antarctic climates. Overrein has outstanding knowledge about environmental
monitoring, cruise tourism and management having worked with these issues on Svalbard for years. Barlindhaug, Thuestad and Myrvoll
(archaeology) with mapping and monitoring cultural heritage, both through traditional (ground-based) surveys and through using remote
sensing imagery. They are also well-versed in assessing cultural heritage vulnerability and value as well as knowledge of the challenges
facing cultural heritage management in the High North.

CULRES is, in fact, based on input from multiple disciplines as interdisciplinarity has been a prerequisite throughout; for gathering data,
for processing and analysing the gathered data, for assessing and validating the use of remote sensing image data as a basis for developing
monitoring protocols as well as for ongoing publishing efforts. The different perspectives significantly strengthen the project; without the
varied inputs we would not be able to fulfil the project objectives. As our academic backgrounds vary, our background knowledge, our
perspectives as well as understanding of concepts and methodological frameworks vary. Occasionally, especially when juxtaposing and
discussing analyses and results, lacking understanding of the methodological and theoretical approaches utilized by various project
participants have complicated a common frame of reference. However, common understanding has evolved and improved throughout the
project.
Budget in accordance to results
The funding received for 2016 was N.kr. 599.000,-

The use of high resolution remote sensing imagery is an integral part of the NRC funded project CULPOL, however, the use of UASbased imagery was not included. As CULPOL focuses on developing a cross-scale methodological approach to mapping and monitoring
cultural heritage assets in Polar Regions, CULRES have been an important addition as UAS allows collection of image data with cm
resolution. The resolution, or rather high resolution, has proven to be a key factor. The funding from MIKON has thereby been crucial for
strengthening the focus on exploring the applicability of image data for developing cross-scale cultural heritage monitoring protocols, as
well as indicators and monitoring parameters for MOSJ. Through CULRES, NP was brought into the project which provided possibilities
for discussions important for the further development of the deliveries to MOSJ
Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No
If Yes
Indirectly CULRES will benefit management authorities on both the local and national level through our contribution to MOSJ and
towards establishing a knowledge base regarding vulnerability and current status of Svalbard’s cultural heritage. Our work will provide a
basis for recommendations on how to solve environmental issues and achieve a more sustainable governance of cultural heritage, thereby

contributing to continued tourism in Svalbard.
Conclusions
The project has provided a basis for further research on the use of UAS-based sensors for cultural heritage mapping in monitoring in
Arctic environments.

Indicators and parameters intended for MOSJ are stii under deveiopment/revision.

